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Let g>0 and let Cq(=C([ — q, 0], Rd)) he the continuous functions

4>: [ — q, 0]—!>Rd, where ||#|| =sup[_5,0] \<p\. If x is a continuous func-

tion with values in Rd defined on at least [t — q, t], then xtQCq is de-

fined by xt(s)=x(t + s) for sQ[ — q, 0]. The purpose of this paper is

to determine when a function x can be a noncontinuable solution of

one of the differential-delay equations

(1) x(t) = G(xt),

(2) x(t) = F(t, xt).

We say x is a solution on [to, T) of (1) or (2) if t0 < T, xi [ta—q, T)—>Rd

is continuous, and x is continuously differentiable on [t0, T) and (1)

or (2) is satisfied for all tQ [to, T) (allowing x(t0) to be a right-hand

derivative).

Theorem 1. Let to — q<t0<T. Let x: [to — q, T) —*R be a continuously

differentiable function satisfying

(3) lim x(t) does not exist.

(i) Then, there exists a continuous G: Cq—>Rd such that x is a (non-

continuable) solution on [to, T) of (1).

(ii) If x(t) exists for all tQ [to, T), there exists an F: 7?XC3—>i?d

which is locally Lipschitzean in t and x such that x is a (noncontinuable)

solution of (DDE) on [to, T).

The following condition is that | F| is bounded on bounded closed

subsets of 7c XÉX Write C«= {<pQCq: \\d>\\ gß}.

(4) | F |  is bounded on [t0, t] X c\ for each tQ, T and each /3 = 0.

Condition (4) usually holds for equations that appear in the litera-

ture. It is stated here to emphasize that the theory of continuability

of solutions can be fairly natural when (4) is assumed: Let x be a non-

continuable solution on [t0, T) of (1), where to — q<h<T and F: R

XCq—>Rd is continuous. If F satisfies (A), then there exists tn—*T such
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that |*(in) | -^°° di n—><x>. This result is easy to prove. (See Theorem

2.4(H) in [1].)

If the theory is to represent the examples in the literature as faith-

fully as possible, then (4) should be a standard hypothesis. Unlike the

results for ordinary differential equations it is not necessarily true

that \x(t)\ —>oo as t—*T even if (4) is satisfied. Myskis [3, §3] gave a

related example of the form x(t) =f(t, x(t — t2)) for which a solution x

approaches the boundary of the region only along a sequence. One

purpose of this paper is to show what happens if (4) is not assumed.

I n particular (3) is satisfied for to — q < to < 0 and £ = 0 by x (t) = tr \

so that |x(/)|—»oo, and by x(t)=sin(t~1), so that \x(t)\ is bounded.

We now prove Theorem 1.

Proof. Let x: [t0—q, £)—»£ be continuously differentiate and

satisfy (3). Then x(t) either has no cluster points (and |*(i)| —>•<») or

x(t) has more than one cluster point as t—>£. In either case we claim

(5) xt has no limit points in Cq as / —> T, and

(6) S = {xt: to Ú t < T} is a closed subset of Cq.

To show (5), suppose it is false, i.e., for some sequence tn—*T as w—» oo

and some <j>ECq, xtn-+d> as »—+<». In particular for each sE [ — a, 0),

Xtn(s)^>(s). But

%tn(s) = x(tn + s) —> x(T + s)       as /„ —» T,

so d)(s) =x(T+s) and d>(T—t)—>d>(0) as t—>T, contradicting (4). To

see (6) suppose xt„-+d> as «—* oo for some {/„} C [to, T) and some

4>ECq, <t>(£.S. No subsequence {tni} can converge to a point r G [to, T),

since then xt„—*xT and xT=<p, contradicting our assumption <p(£S.

Hence /„—»£. But by (5) <p cannot be a limit point so (6) is proved.

To prove (i) we use

Tietze extension theorem. // X is a metric space and g: S—+Rd is

continuous and SEX is closed, then there exists a continuous G: X^>Rd

such that G(<p) =g(<p) for all <pES.

I now sketch a proof of this version of the Tietze theorem for d = 1.

(For higher dimensions, apply the one-dimensional result to each of

the coordinate functions.) The usual result assumes that g(S) C [a, b],

a compact interval. Let d(x, y) he the given metric, and let d(x, S)

= iniv€Sd (x, y). The function G may then be defined

G(x) = g(x)       for x E S

= inf {g(y) + d(y, x)/d(S, x)} - 1        for x G 5.
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Then G(X)Q [a, b], and it may be shown that G is continuous. This

definition of G is an improvement of the one in Dieudonné [2, p. 85].

When g(S) is not assumed bounded, define G(x) =g(x) for xQS and

G(x) = inf {sup i- ——- , g(y) + d(y, x)/d(S, x)\\ -llorxQS.
ySS    ( (       d(x, S) )  )

Then G(x) ^ —d(x, S)_1 —1 and G can be shown to be continuous.

Proof of (i). For <pQS (S as in (6)) the derivative <¡>(s) exists, so

using the left-hand derivative of 0 at 0 we may define

g(<j>) = 0(0)       for <p G S.

Since g(x¡) =x(t), we claim g is continuous on 5. If g were not con-

tinuous, there would exist {4>n}n=i,2, . . . QS, and <}>QS, and e>0

such that <t>n-*4> and |g(0n) — g(<i>)\ >e for all «. There would exist

{¿n}C[io, T) such that 0„=x¡n. Choosing a subsequence of [tn] if

necessary, we may assume /„—»r for some tQ [t0, T]. By (5), r^T.

Then<p=xr and g(xtn) =g(<pn)—>g(<A) =g(xT) contradicting our assump-

tion on e, so g must be continuous. Let G he the continuous function

given by the Extension Theorem where X = Cq and S is given by (6).

Then G: Cq—>R is continuous and x(t)=G(xt) lor tQ [to, T), so x is a

solution of (2) on [to, F).|

Proof of (ii). For tQR and 4>QCq, define

F(t, <b) = 0        for t ä; T

= x(t)[l -\\xt- <p\\(T- t)-1]

for / G [to, T),    II», - 4 á T - t,

= 0        loxtQ[t0,T)    and    ||x, - <f>\\ ^ T - t,

= F(t0, <p)        for / g t0.

To see that F is continuous at each (t, <p)QRXC", let tn-^t and <pn—*p

as «-><*>. It is clear that F(tn, 4>n)~-*F(t, <p) as «->co if t^T. 11 t=T

and F(tn, 0„)^O for « = 1, 2, • • • , then ||xir>-0„|| < [F-^j-'-K) as

«—>». Therefore x¡,n—*£ as «—>°o, contradicting (5). Hence F(t„, 0„)

= 0 for all but finitely many « and F is identically 0 in some neighbor-

hood of (T,4>) for each 4>QCq; that is, F is continuous.

Now assume x exists. (It need not be continuous.) Let W = [to, T)

X C" and for (/, <p) Q W, define

Fi(t,<p) = x(0[|f-í| -u^-fiiiir-ih.
From the definition of F, it suffices to show that Fx is locally Lip-

schitzean on W: that is, for each wQW, there exists a neighborhood

N of w and 7, > 0 such that
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I Fi(wi) — Fi(w2) I   = £¡|wi — w2\\        for wi, w2 E N

where ||zt>i— w2\\ =\\d>i— d>2\\ + \ h —12\ if Wi=(h, fa) and w2=(t2, d>2).

Choose wEW and write w= (t, d>). Let F2(w) =x(t), F3(w) = | T — t\,

Fi(w) = — \\xt— 4>\\, and F6(w) = \ T — t\-1. Then w has a neighborhood

N on which | £»|, i = 2, • • ■ , 5, are bounded and have Lipschitz

constants, respectively, 2|á;(í)|, 1, sup,e[_5,o] | x(t+s)\ +1, and

2(£—1)~2. Since the sums of Lipschitzean functions (on N) are

Lipschitzean, and the products of bounded (on N) Lipschitzean func-

tions are Lipschitzean, Fi = F2(F3 + Fi)Ft is Lipschitzean on iV, and

so £ is locally Lipschitz on IF. In particular if/< are Lipschitzean

functions on TV with constant £,■ and |/,| is bounded by £,-, for * = 1, 2,

then/1/2 has Lipschitz constant LiB2+L2Bi on N, and the proof of (ii)

is completed. |

Remarks. Theorem 1 can be sharpened. Let x: [t0—q, £)—»£d be

continuous. Then x is a noncontinuable solution of (1) on [ta, T) for

some continuous G: Cq—>Rd if and only if x satisfies (3) and x exists

and is continuous on [t0, T) (where x(t0) is the right-hand derivative).

Furthermore, £ can be chosen locally Lipschitzean in t and x if and

only if x is locally Lipschitzean on [t0, T). The function G cannot be

locally Lipschitzean if xtl=Xt2 for t0^tx<t2<T, since the solution of

(1) with initial condition xtl is not unique: x is a solution and there is

a periodic solution on (¿1, =o) (with period t2 — tx).

Note that in Theorem 1, if limt^T x(t) exists, x cannot be a solution

of (1) or (2) unless lim^r x(t) also exists.

The use of the Tietze theorem to define a function G (as in Theorem

l(i)) is of some interest in itself. We sketch another application. Let

Ql he the set of functions y:Rd-^Rd which satisfy \y(x)— y(y)\

SL\x— y\. For each yEQu each solution x(-) of

(7) x(t) = y(x(t)),

is defined on all of R.

Theorem 2. For each £>0 and q>0 there exists a continuous

G: Cq—*Rd such that for every 7 G ox, every solution of (7) is also a solu-

tion of (I) for all tER-

That is, G depends only on £ and not on y. We outline the proof.

Fix £. Let So he the set of functions x: R-^Rd which satisfy (7) for

some yEQh. Now let S= {xt: x(-)ES0 and tER}ECq. It can be

shown that S is closed, and in fact if {$„} ES and 0„—xp as n—»00,

then not only is <f>ES, but 4>n(t)—>4>(t) for all tE [ = q, 0]. Hence, the

function 4>—><j>(0) is continuous, (where 0(0) is a one-sided derivative).
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Define g on 5 as before, g(<p) =<¿(0). Now g is clearly continuous and

can be extended to G: Cq—*Rd. |
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